This paper discusses a framework for development of bilingual and multilingual comprehension assistants and presents a prototype implementation of an English-Bulgarian comprehension assistant. The framework is based on the application of advanced graphical user interface techniques, WordNet and compatible lexical databases as well as a series of NLP preprocessing tasks, including POStagging, lemmatisation, multiword expressions recognition and word sense disambiguation. The aim of this framework is to speed up the process of dictionary look-up, to offer enhanced look-up functionalities and to perform a context-sensitive narrowing-down of the set of translation alternatives proposed to the user.
Introduction
At present, even regular Internet users often access on-line resources in English which require lexical knowledge beyond their current level. While Machine Translation has been expected to make this problem history, the state-of-the-art is still far from achieving this dream. Full-text machine translation is yet unreliable, and typical users are assisted in translation and language learning with only a variety of word-translation 'electronic dictionaries', operating either on-line on the Internet, or as off-line computer software. Generally, such dictionaries offer very simple look-up options and are based on the following functionalities:
1.The user types or copy-pastes a word in the input box, or clicks on a word from an alphabetical list of words. 2.The dictionary displays an entry if it contains one whose head word exactly matches the word which is entered. In most cases, the entry is from a scanned version of a paper dictionary.
It is not difficult to see that the way a user consults an electronic dictionary is not very different from the way s/he queries paper dictionaries. As with paper dictionaries, the user is presented a list of possible meanings for every word under consideration. In many cases this could cause confusion or misunderstanding. Recent years have seen the development of new lexicographic/language learners' tools referred to as comprehension assistants which seek to enhance the look-up functionality and in particular to narrow down the list of alternative translations through applying basic NLP techniques.
2.
Previous work
Xerox
The first comprehension assistant reported, Locolex (Feldweg and Breidt 1996) , was developed by Xerox for
French-English and English-German comprehension assistance. Locolex inspired applications developed later including Smarty, which is being discussed in this paper. Locolex, unlike conventional electronic dictionaries, offers the functionality for the user to click on words occurring in any machine-readable text, as opposed to copyand-pasting separate words. Once the user clicks on a specific word, Locolex performs POS tagging which attempts to identify the correct part-of-speech tag, thus decreasing the number of possible translations. Multiword expressions recognition, based on regular expressions, is also applied, which could help identify the correct translation in particular cases. Locolex also keeps record of user sessions, allowing quick recall of previously checked words. A recent version of Locolex incorporates word sense disambiguation which contributes to the narrowing down of the set of possible meanings even further.
Morphologic
The comprehension assistants developed by Morphologic introduce several additional features. In particular, one of their products, MobiMouse, correctly identifies multiword expressions even if the selected word is not the head of the expression and also offers comprehension assistance in any application running in the operating system environment. The user can click anywhere; the comprehension assistant is running in the background and flashes a translation in the corner of the screen.
SmartDict
SmartDict (Kolev, 2005) is an English-Bulgarian dictionary which is somewhere between comprehension assistants and advanced conventional dictionaries. It performs a number of NLP preprocessings, including tokenisation, sentence-splitting, normalisation and multiword expression recognition, but, it does not perform reduction of the possible translations by POS-tagging or word-sense disambiguation.
Smarty -framework for bilingual and multilingual comprehension assistants
Inspired by Locolex, we developed Smarty -a framework for comprehension assistants for English-Bulgarian. While Smarty and Locolex share certain similarities, our comprehension assistant has the following distinctive features.
1.Hybrid system: Smarty represents a hybrid system. The interface is more comprehensive and elaborate than the interface of Locolex or MobiMouse in that it allows users to virtually work with two dictionariesboth an enhanced conventional dictionary and a comprehension assistant (see Figure 1) . In enhanced conventional dictionary mode users can browse freely all dictionary entries and familiarise themselves with the meanings of a specific word. This mode offers additional options such as suffix search, rhyme search, synonymy search etc. which are not present in conventional dictionaries. 2.New lexicographical resource: WordNet (Miller, 1995) is the lexicographical resource for this comprehension assistant. WordNet adds glosses which can be browsed by the user. Additionally, it makes it possible for word sense disambiguation to be performed. 3.Extendibility: The alignment between the lexical database of WordNet and corresponding lexical databases for other languages allows bilingual word sense disambiguation to be performed. The incorporation of the existing databases of EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998) and BalkaNet (Oflazer et. al, 2001) , make it perfectly possible for comprehension assistants covering more languages to be developed using the same framework and the same core system. Smarty could be easily extended to be English to Greek, Turkish, Czech, Romanian, Serbian, Italian, Spanish, German, French, Dutch and Estonian comprehension assistants, if their already made lexical databases are available.
Graphical User Interface
The aspects of the graphical user interface in the framework, which are different from the framework of conventional dictionaries, are: 1.There is a free text input box, where the full text is pasted or typed. Users can point to the words in their context, instead of copy-pasting ( Figure 2 ). 2.Suggested translated meanings can appear in a tooltip, near the mouse pointer. This is less distracting for users than the translation appearing in a side window.
3. Additional information which assists comprehension is available -glosses, examples of usage etc. and can also be presented to the user in tooltip or in side windows, on demand. Translation in tooltip proves to be much more convenient for users than translation in separate windows in the same applications or in the worse case -in another application. POS-tagging allows Smarty to fit the most relevant translations in a tooltip, which could be scanned in few seconds by the user, without touching a scroller and without moving his or her sight away from the context. This also allows immediate continuation of the reading without distraction. When using a conventional bilingual dictionary, if the queried word has ambiguous part-of-speech and a long entry with sections for each one, the user faces two problems: s/he is forced to figure out the correct part of speech alone; and if the user knows the part-of-speech s/he is forced to scroll and scan with the bare eye where the section for the correct part-of-speech begins. Also, the appearance of the translation in window of another application causes two other time penalties: first, the user is distracted from the reading flow and has to spend time switching attention from the text to the dictionary and back; and second, after the query is done, the user has to find the exact place in the text window where he or she has stopped reading.
Linguistic Databases
The framework makes use of at least three linguistics databases: a conventional dictionary database and at least two lexical databases used to provide glosses and word sense disambiguation.
Conventional dictionary database
The conventional dictionary database allows the system to work in conventional dictionary mode. It could be a scan of a paper dictionary, which in this case is to be parsed and transformed in suitable format for processing. This database is used to build indices for predictive typing (known also as autocompletion), suffix-search, rhyme search etc. An English-Bulgarian dictionary database (a scan of a paper dictionary with about 51000 entries) was used in Smarty because it was freely available and suited for the purpose of this prototype. Some of the entries include examples of usage, multiword expressions and phrasal verbs, which are parsed and used as resources for multiword expression recognition.
WordNet
WordNet is a large lexical database, consisting of synonym sets of words -"synsets" -structured by part-ofspeech and numerous types of semantic relations. The richness of its structural information makes it a highly acceptable resource for various NLP tasks (Mitkov, 2003) . In the proposed framework, it provides glosses, which are used as semantic database for word sense disambiguation (WSD). Semantic relations included in WordNet -hyperonymy, meronymy, synonymy etc. -could be used in future versions to improve the precision of the WSD.
3.2.3.

BalkaNet, EuroWordNet, etc.
EuroWordNet is a multilingual set of semantic databases for European languages, which are aligned to WordNet and to each other. It consists of databases for Dutch, Italian, Spanish, French, German, Czech and Estonian BalkaNet is a similar set, including Bulgarian, Greek, Romanian, Serbian and Turkish lexical databases. The links between the lexical databases enable direct translation of specific senses. It also allows multilingual translation within a single framework. In the implementation discussed in this paper, a small version of Bulgarian BalkaNet is used, consisting of about 15000 synsets. However, the system could easily be extended with other databases from the BalkaNet or EuroWordNet frameworks, thus making it possible for "Smarty" to operate as an English-Greek, EnglishRomanian, English-Serbian etc. comprehension assistant.
Natural language processing stages
POS-tagging
Selecting a word in context, instead of copy-pasting or typing in a text box allows POS-tagging to be performed. For languages which exhibit typical ambiguity of lexical categories such as English, this could narrow the set of returned dictionary entries by two or three times. The POS-tagger in Smarty prototype is SharpNLP -an LGPL .NET library, which was chosen because the system is coded in C#.
Lemmatisation and normalisation
This stage saves the user the trimming of words copied from texts and thus speeds up the look-up. Lemmatisation and normalisation are also used in the multiword expression recognition and word-sense disambiguation stages to allow capturing variations.
Multiword expressions recognition
At this stage the context of the selected word is checked for matches with multiword expressions in the conventional dictionary database. The words from the context are lemmatised and then fuzzy-matched to patterns from a multiword expressions database. Different techniques are applied to compute the degree of match: bag of words, POS-matching, regular expressions. The fuzzy matching algorithm applied imply high recall, still delivering only one or few most relevant multiword expressions, which fit in a tooltip or a small text box. Automatic multiword expressions recognition capabilities of Smarty allow faster look-up of multiword expressions, compared to the operation of conventional dictionaries, which usually lack such functionalities or capture only exact matches. A sorted list of multiword expressions and phrasal verbs, presented in Smarty, also helps users quickly find wanted translations of multiword expressions Using conventional dictionaries, finding out that there is a multiword expression in certain contexts may require the user to scroll and scan the whole dictionary entry by sight. It must be pointed out, that in cases of words with short entries Smarty does not have a significant advantage because a visual scan of possible expressions could also be done in few seconds. However, the advantage of multiword expressions recognition is significant when quering entries of common words like "run", "take", "go", "have" etc., which have many tenths of examples of usage.
Word sense disambiguation
The ultimate goal of comprehension assistants is to find the most appropriate translation in a given context. Word sense disambiguation contributes to the further narrowing down of the list of possible senses. Figure 3 illustrates how the selected word initially featuring 80 potential meanings has the number of its possible translations reduced to 21 after POS tagging and even further reduced to 1 single possible meaning after correct word sense disambiguation. In this implementation Smarty uses glosses from WordNet to perform simple WSD in English, related to the method of Lesk (Lesk, 1986) . The framework benefits from the alignment between the lexical databases of WordNet and BalkaNet, which allows word-sense disambiguated sense in English to be mapped directly to precise sense in Bulgarian or other language from BalkaNet or EuroWordNet. The method for WSD in the prototype of Smarty applies the following algorithm: 1. A word in a text is pointed and then its context is tokenized, normalised and POS-tagged. It is then cleaned from stop-words which are considered to be confusing for the process of WSD. 2. WordNet synonym sets corresponding to the queried word are found in the database and their glosses are extracted. 3. Each gloss is tokenised, part-of-speech tagged, lemmatised/normalised and cleaned from stop-words. 4. The normalised context and the gloss are matched and word-matches are counted. 5. Until there are more glosses, go back to step 3. Otherwise: 6. The gloss with highest number of matches is suggested as the most probable sense. If there are not any matches, the most frequent sense referring to WordNet is suggested. If there are more than one senses with the same number of matches, the most frequent sense is suggested also, again referring to the order of senses in WordNet. 7. The index of the synonym set of the suggested sense is matched to the indices of BalkaNet. 8. If BalkaNet contains the disambiguated sense, then disambiguated translation in Bulgarian is displayed with confidence. Otherwise, other available senses are displayed with a sign of uncertainty. This algorithm has low precision, due to its simplicity. Disambiguation in English is correct in two cases. The first case is when the context of the queried word includes specific discriminative words from the gloss of the correct sense. The second case is when discriminative words are not present in the context, but the most frequent sense is used, because the most frequent sense is suggested in case of uncertainty. Precision in WSD to Bulgarian is lower than the precision in English, due to the limited size of the lexical database used -15000 synsets versus 115000. Also, in most cases BalkaNet includes only one or few most frequent senses for a given word. Examples of correctly disambiguated senses follow. The words from the glosses which are used to discriminate the sense are underlined.
-What instrument do you play, Paul? -I play the bass. Suggested sense: bass -the member with the lowest range of a family of musical instruments.
-You are fired! -said the boss. Suggested sense: fire -terminate the employment of; "The boss fired his secretary today"; "The company terminated 25% of its workers" .
User evaluation
Some aspects of Smarty's performance and features were evaluated in real environment by users and compared with two other electronic dictionaries -SA Dictionary and Babylon. SA Dictionary is a popular English-Bulgarian conventional dictionary, based on the standard simple framework.
Babylon is an advanced multilingual conventional dictionary framework with graphical user interface having certain similarities to the interface of comprehension assistants -the system captures words clicked anywhere on the screen. Babylon can recognise phrasal verbs and multiword expressions, but only if they are in the exact form as they appear in the dictionary database. Also, the dictionary lacks NLP functionality for reducing the number of possible translations of single words. Babylon offers machine translation, however it employs third-party on-line services (probably Systran) and this specific functionalities are not relevant for this evaluation. The tables show that the PhD student is much faster than the undergraduate student with all three dictionaries. The results also suggest, that in the experiments carried out by the PhD student,Smarty and SA Dictionary are practically equal in performance, while the undergraduate student translates significantly faster with Smarty. Generally both observations could be explained by the higher English proficiency of the PhD student. The equal speed of operation using Smarty and a conventional dictionary in one of the tests could be explained by the genre of the texts and by the high English proficiency of the PhD student. Her queries consist of rare words, which are not ambiguous, thus the entries in the conventional dictionary could also be scanned in a moment. We conjecture that Smarty would perform much faster than conventional dictionaries if tested by language learners with much lower English proficiency. Language learners are expected to query more frequent words, which exhibit higher lexical and part-of-speech ambiguity . This is where Smarty's NLP preprocessing can offer significant advantage over the simple operation of conventional dic-tionaries, and where Smarty would be most useful.
Query time for single words translation
Conclusion
This paper discussed Smarty -an Extendable Framework for Bilingual and Multilingual Comprehension Assistants. A prototype which implements the framework for the English-Bulgarian language pairs was presented.. The framework introduces application of WordNet and aligned to it lexical databases for building extendable multilingual comprehension assistants. Also it integrates functionalities of both comprehension assistants and advanced conventional dictionaries. As a result of the different NLP tasks undertaken by the system, the user is offered context-sensitive set of possible translations for his or her query. Advanced graphical user interface techniques provide convenient way for fast comprehension of the translations. The user evaluation of Smarty and the comparison with other electronic dictionaries shows promising results in that by users need less time for querying unknown words and multiword expressions. 
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